
F L O R A L   D E S I G N   &   E V E N T   S T Y L I N G



W E L C O M E  T O

C O R C O R T E Z   F L O R A L

With a passion for nature and floral design, Corcortez is able to create truly unique floral designs for every event. 
Our approach to flowers embraces a wild, romantic look with the belief that floral arrangements should display their 

natural beauty without feeling stuffed or overdone.

Corcortez’s signature look incorporates large romantic blooms, fruiting branches, various types of foliage and fruits 
sourced from local forests and fields. Foraging from the local environment allow us to ensure that our designs are 

extensions of the surroundings, creating a bridge between nature and the design itself. When designing flowers, our goal is 
for flowers to continue to grow and flourish in their own unique design, rather than to appear restricted and without life.

The work of Corcortez Floral has appeared in publications including Brides UK, Once Wed, Wedding Sparrow, Ruffled 
Blog, Green Wedding Shoes and others. 

Let us create something exquisite together and build unforgettable memories for you and your guests.



Meet  Anna

Under the name of Corcortez, florist and stylist Anna Cortez create

delicate, romantic flower arrangements that are reminiscent of old world

flower paintings with a modern touch. She is the creative force behind

Corcortez Floral and also a landscape designer, horticulturist, home-

maker and traveler. Anna’s work with plants and flowers takes her

beyond Berlin, Germany where she is currently located. From

decorating weddings in France and Italy, to travelling as far as Spain,

Poland or Czech Republic for projects. From dainty bouquets to big

installations, the floral creations are sourced locally and change with the

seasons. Anna takes an inspiration from her travels, art and nature

around the world.





CHATEAU  DE  VILLETTE

Condécourt, France.

This spectacular 17th Century property, sometimes
referred to as Le Petit Versailles, is located a short drive
from Paris. Chateau de Viellette is set in a French
woodland style park of 180 acres that can be fully
customized for intimate and large scale events. With
perfectly symmetrical proportions, impressive décor, and
formal jardin à la française designed by André Le Nôtre,
the same landscape architect responsible for the gardens
at Versailles, it is a perfect venue for a luxury French
wedding.





TROCADÉRO 

Paris, France.

Is there any other place more iconic in Paris? As with
everything about Paris, this part of the city feels like
from a movie. With its views overlooking swooping
arches of the Eiffle Tower and Champs-élysées, the
landmarks that dot the Paris city skyline are
international symbols of romance, travel, and the
European lifestyle. Imagine your intimate Paris
wedding or a photo shoot at Trocadéro on a early
summer morning. There is nothing more très français

than this.





VILLA CETINALE

Siena, Italy. 

The magic of the past is presented in full glory
through the property of the 17th Century Villa
Cetinale. Built by the Medici Family for Pope
Alexander VII, this Roman Baroque style venue
provides for a wonderful backdrop for a truly magical
wedding. Designed by the architect Carlo Fontana, the
villa was built in 1680. The gardens at Villa Cetinale
are renowned as being amongst the most beautiful in
Italy.





VILLA  LA  VEDETTA 

Florence, Italy. 

Nestled between breathtaking views of the Duomo and
shores of the Arno river, Villa la Vedetta is a Italian
fairytale wedding destination. Situated in a panoramic
position, this neo-renaissance Villa, converted into a
luxurious five-star boutique hotel with only 18 rooms, is a
perfect place for a romantic gateway. The venue is
surrounded by its own private park with an Italian garden
and a panoramic pool. Excellent interior decors complete
this little jewel.





MARBELLA 

Andalusia, Spain. 

The magic and romance of the Spanish Mediterranean
coast, with a small yet stunning Andalusian city of
Marbella. There is something so magical about a couple
getting married in the small, dreamy streets which make
for an intimate wedding ceremony setting. From an
intimate elopement by the sea, to a romantic dinner under
the stars, this quaint Andalusian city offers a vibrant
atmosphere, perfect for a couple wild at heart.





CHATEAU  BON  REPOS

Prague, Czech Republic. 

Chateau Bon Repos is a magical place near Prague
surrounded by woods, which offers complete privacy. The
chateau was built by Count Frantisek Antonin Spork, the
most outstanding personality of Czech Baroque, at the
beginning of the 18th century as a summer residence for
meditation and hunting birds. This unforgettable venue
offers the atmosphere of an unhurried luxury and exudes an
air of romanticism and wellbeing.







WEDDING  STYLING FLORAL  DESIGN EDITORIAL & WORKSHOP  STYLING

Flowers, as a creative outlet are one of 
the most important aspects of a design. 
They hold the power of emotion and 

can transform spaces to create moments 
and feelings that will last in a memory 

for ever. 

Anna offers editorial and workshop 
styling, as well as 1:1 workshop & 

mentoring sessions, geared toward 
sharing her approach for flowers, styling 
and her love for mixing different colors,  
textures and elements into her designs

to help make everything feel more 
special and unique.  

Full wedding styling and floral design 
services are curated for the clients who 

whish to indulge in the magic of the 
moment, and not in the stress.

If you need a helping hand with the 
entire design concept for your event, 
suggestions on colors & style, how to 
make everything look cohesive and 

matching together with the flowers and 
the venue, Anna will create a one of a 
kind design for you, combing unique 

ideas, details and elements. 

She will offer her expertise to design all 
aesthetic elements of your special day to 
create one of a kind personal experience 

for you and your guests. 

Anna offers lush florals for weddings, 
elopements  and special events, that are 

personalized and customized to each 
couple to be remembered by them and 

guests for years to come.

As a floral designer, every new couple 
receives Anna’s full creativity, 

engagement and attention to detail. 

If you are struggling with finding the 
right floral designer to perfectly match 

what you have envisioned for your 
special day, she will be more than 
happy to help you execute your 

wedding floral décor.



C O L L A B O R A T I O N   W O R L D W I D E

Are you dreaming of getting married at a 
beautiful chateau in France, a stunning villa in 

Italy or in an old castle in Ireland? 
Our services are available for travel worldwide 

for destination weddings, elopements and events. 
We ship flowers from flower farms all over the 
world & we specialize in sourcing local flower 

markets to work with the most beautiful flowers, 
that each season has to offer.

Connect with us, as we would love to find out 
more about your special day and what you have 

in mind!
Please send your inquiry to:

corcortezfloral@gmail.com
www.corcortez.com


